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Employer Testimonials from North American Start-ups About National University of 
Singapore Interns:  
 

NUS Overseas College (NOC) definitely takes the stress and risk out of the 
intern hiring process, which can be very time-consuming for a start-up 
without dedicated HR resources. Their candidates are also pre-screened, so 
you're only interviewing the best. The best part is the interns are with you 
for a year, which means they have the opportunity to really grow with the 
company, and add a significant amount of value. PolicyMe has hired 3 
NOC interns so far, and all of them have been stellar on all aspects - they 

are proactive, they are disciplined, very intelligent and are a joy to work with. We are huge 
advocates of the NOC program and will continue to support it as we enter new phases of growth. 
Would recommend it anyone, all over the world!  
 
Will Bradley, Strategy & Growth Manager, PolicyMe 
 

Blockthrough has hired 3 separate NOC interns, and it's been consistently 
great. We get hardworking, A-level junior talent at a very affordable rate 
every time. What's more, the yearlong nature of the program makes it a no-
brainer. NOC Toronto has been one of the secrets to our success. 

Marty Krátký-Katz, CEO & Co-Founder, Blockthrough  

 

NUS provides a great opportunity to hire very qualified interns from 
abroad – their experience is above average and the students are very keen 
on making the most of their experience in Toronto. The process of 
interviewing and hiring is incredibly smooth, with NUS taking care of all of 
the finer details. We’d love to hire from NUS again!” 
 
Emma Surich, Lead, Talent Acquisition, ecobee 

 
 
 

 Having the NUS students join our team as part of the NOC intern program 
closely aligns with our values, to contribute to building future engineering 
ML talent globally and locally. Our team is enhanced with the energy, 
curiosity and dedication that the NUS students bring with them.   
 
Humera Malik, CEO Canvass Analytics, 2018 RBC Canadian Women 
Entrepreneur Award Winner 
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As a high growth company, I had my aversions about bringing on an intern 
- would training them slow our team down, would they be able to hang in a 
fast pace environment, how burdensome would the process be, how much 
oversight would be needed, etc. However, I was pleasantly surprised by the 
quality of the candidates during the interview process.  
 
Once we finalized our intern, Yan Kei, NUS made the process seamless 

with no burden on our end. Yan Kei is extremely dedicated, hardworking and passionate. She is 
well written, she has the ability to quickly grasp new concepts and ideas with little to no 
oversight, and she works tirelessly to excel at whatever task she takes on. Yan Kei deeply cares 
about people, is great at building relationships, and she is loved and respected by her peers. She 
is a true leader in the making. Given our great experience with NUS and Yan Kei, I would highly 
recommend the program. 
 
Lloyed Lobo, Cofounder, Boast.A 
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